crystal. (
2 ) This description, t..nmm as coherent migration, has associatcd with it an implicit lifetime of an exciton of l·Tave ve~tor k knmm as the coherence. lifetime~. t(k), and a coherence le1lc,ath, t, over "'hich the exciton state is delocalized. In the simplest terms, the coherence length is related to the group velocity vG(R), as
any may be thought of as· the distance between scattering centers vrhich destroys the coherence of the wave packet. Theories describing exciton migration must therefore concern themselves with, among other things,· the nature of exciton-scattering site interactions. ( 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ) At lrn'l temperatures the density of localized molecular vibrations and lattice phonons is expected to become lm'l; thus, the length betv1een scattering· centers '\';ould increase and, accordingly, . . the coherence lifetime rlould I become long. Under these conditions coherence 1night be detected in triplet excitons via a microwave experiment.
-2-
In the previous p~~per( 7 ) vre developed rt. thc01·y for m:i.Ci.'O\ro.vc tr::.n..Gition:; betvr..:en the tr1 plc~t exciton b::.r::ds associated ui th the m~g!letic sub-· levels ln the one-d:i.meJ.wional co.se vihere the coh~~ronce lifetime 1·ms l.onc;er than the intrinsic time scale associn:tcd v1ith the micrmrave frequency, i.e., It is precisely this feature that allovrs the determination of the relative cunount of spin-orbit coupling to the individual sublevels.
The most significant feature of the spectra in Figures 2 and 3 is the presence of tvro peaks of different intensity in each band-toband transition. Both of these are expected for one-dimensional excitons vrhere the lifetime of a k state is long compared to the roicro;-ra.ve time . .
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vlhere C · is an experimental constant, E j s related to the energy dispersion of the band by,
or the microvrave frcqv.cncy by E f 6m cos l~a.
. (&)
Refer to the previoun paper ( 7 ) for the definition of the reduction factor f. DB(E) is related to a Gaussian broadened-Boltzmannized .
•(,..'0)
Van Hove density(;; of states D(E'), by,
wh;re .JeT is the Boltzmann factor, \·re note that the slope of I [&yz(E)J is appreciably greater around k = 0.
Similar ratlos of the peak he5.ghts, k -" 0 vs. k -v±rr./a, for both micro-:mve bt:md -to-band transitions shovrn in Ficurcs 2 and 3 are observed.
Small differences are, hm1ever, apparent and may be due to a variety of frequency. The solid line is the theoretically 11 best 11 f'it spectra using the theory developed in the previous paper .
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